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â€œ500 short chess gamesâ€• is a book that contains 500 short chess games of great grand

masters of all time to educate the players with their dirty tricks and traps in the openings. Chess

players usually love to know any opening traps to win the game or any winning advantage early as

possible. So hereby I present 500 short games which are no longer than 20 moves per game to give

better clarity on opening traps. This book doesnâ€™t concentrate on only opening traps but also

tactics like Pin, Skewer etc. in those games. These games are handpicked to ensure reasonable

quality in the game. This is suitable for beginners, intermediate players and advanced players as

well. Iâ€™ve provide only game notations and details without explanations as it concentrates on

â€œPattern Recognition Techniqueâ€• and â€œBoard Visualization Techniqueâ€•. After watching

several games from this book, playerâ€™s subconscious mind will store a lot of patterns used in

these games to provide better calculation and improve intuition in chess. I would recommend

beginners to have a board while going through these games, intermediate and advanced players try

to imagine the game as long as possible as it improves your visualization technique drastically.
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I sent this book as a gift to my uncle and he was so happy to have it I was amazed!I don't know how

to play chess but his reaction to the content of the book was great! The only problem with the book

was that he wanted to try all the moves and couldn't put the book away before that.Great book for

chess players (:

Very informative for the beginning chess player. I have dabbled in playing chess from time to time,

but never really enough to learn strategy to this degree. After reading this book, I feel I am better

prepared to hopefully advance my learning.

A wonderful book dedicated to ancient and very developing the game of chess. In the book, the

author devotes a lot of attention to solving chess problems, which greatly develops logical thinking.

A wonderful book, I recommend.

This book has 500 short games without annotations which would be really helpful to increase your

pattern recognition skills rapidly, perfect for inter or advanced players who can visualize the games,

i would suggest going through the book without the use of chess board will give you much

improvement. Good idea and good book.

I love playing chess, as well as watching chess games on TV makes my heart skip a beat, knowing

that any move can end the game. And so when I saw this book, I wanted to know how and why the

game ended so early. After reading the book, I followed the moves on this book and it seems like I

am the one playing the game. I must admit that the Chess moves are really amazing, and I have

also learned from it. I enjoyed checking the moves on my own.

Reading this book is akin to watching one of these amazing grand masters in action. Its clearly a

book meant for the more advanced player so the author saw no need to include diagrams. These

are great moves to study and use as your own during chess games.

This book is a good idea but has 2 flaws- there are no diagrams appearing before the killer move is

made and also the opening isnt spelled out instead its given in codes.It is in chronological order but

that is small consolation.If this book had 500 diagrams and the names of the openings were spelled

out and grouped together by opening instead of chronology the book would be ten times more



useful. As it is its merely a database dump.
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